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Playing "Sky Flight" you will be incarnated in a bird that will face different aerial tours. If you like flight simulators, if you like
arcade games with retro gr 5d3b920ae0
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PSA: THIS GAME IS A SCAM! They purchased a pre-made template from the Unity Asset store and changed nothing, not
even the name, and are now selling it. They've also been stealing games from the RPGMaker forums (that are free) and are
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selling them. PROOF: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3wfh9J2MQA. PSA: THIS GAME IS A SCAM! They purchased a
pre-made template from the Unity Asset store and changed nothing, not even the name, and are now selling it. They've also been
stealing games from the RPGMaker forums (that are free) and are selling them. PROOF:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3wfh9J2MQA
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